The ORCID virtuous circle

**How Institutions Use ORCID**

**Collect**
- **Benefit**: Save researchers time: read ORCID records instead of presenting forms
- **Collect**: iDs, Permissions & Data

**Connect**
- **Benefit**: Connect your iD
- **Identify who are affiliated with your organization**
- **Benefit**: Control how your organization name/ awards/ materials are represented

**Benefit**: Post Award Reporting without nagging: Read ORCID records

**Benefit**: Increase metadata richness without burdening researchers

**Organizations who work with ORCID**

**Recommendations**
- Connect your iD
- Link iDs and permissions to user accounts

**Let ORCID handle user consent**

**ORCID Record**
- **Affiliations**
  - Brown University: Providence, RI, United States
  - Brown University: Providence, RI, United States

**Contributions**
- The World's Greatest Traveler
- Solar effective bandwidths by time since 2004

**Awards**
- The Memory Bus Considered Harmful

**Josiah S Carberry**
- https://orcid.org/0000-0002-1825-0097

**LAURA PAGLIONE**
- Director of Strategic Initiatives, ORCID
- https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3188-6273

**Connect your iD**
- Add a button to your site/ emails to link iDs and permissions to user accounts
- Let ORCID handle user consent

**ORCID**
- Brown University
- Brown University: Providence, RI, United States
- Brown University: Providence, RI, United States

**Affiliations**
- Employment • education • qualifications • invited positions • directions / membership • service

**Awards**
- Awards include
  - Grants • contracts • infrastructure use • service awards
  - Contributions include
    - Publications • dissertations • posters • patents • specifications • databases • software • peer review activity

**Josiah S Carberry**
- https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3188-6273

**Contacting Research and Researchers**

ORCID is a nonprofit organization helping create a world in which all who participate in research, scholarship and innovation are uniquely identified and connected to their contributions and affiliations, across disciplines, borders, and time. In October 2012, ORCID launched its open registry of person identifiers for researchers and scholars. As of May 2018, more than 4.6 million individuals have registered for ORCID iD identifiers, over 832 global organizations worldwide have committed to incorporating ORCID into their systems and workflows, and publishers and funders are starting to require ORCID in their submissions.